
Monster Mash - Solution Files
*One per page



How to Sort Contents
Solution:

“Bogman”

-David Hernandez crime scene report

-Bogman Book Excerpt

-Map of Valley Falls

-Brochure from Lake October

-Nautical flags on ropes

“Grimestone”

-May Ando crime scene report

-Metal Forge List

-Fire Safety 101

“Long Claw”

-Tony Faulkner crime scene report

-Plastic animal claw

-Grizzly Bear attack poster

-Ward Bio Letterhead

-Biohazard sign

“Scarecrow”

-Miranda Banks crime scene report

-Sheet with Crows on it

-Six polaroid photos



Bogman Book Excerpt

Solution:

“From flags to floats I made my path once you have all four it is what is in the center

with the numbers.”



Long Claw Book Excerpt
Solution:

“Use what is gained from the grizzly poster in the center of the biohazard sign.”



Grimstone Book Excerpt
Solution:

“Fire safety stop, drop and roll then repeat.”



Scarecrow Book Excerpt
Solution:

“Use the Scarecrows forms but in reverse, one letter from each then repeat.”



Life Preserver / Nautical Flags

Solution: 4571



Map
Solution:

storage

Password: storage4571



Bear Claw / Grizzly Bear Attack

Poster

Solution: LCITOV



Ward Bio Letterhead / Biohazard

Sign

Solution:

“Long Claw is at Taylor Cavern”



Poster With Stop Sign

Solution: “Only use Iron and Coal”



Metals for the Forge

Solution: “Grimestone at steel mill”



Photos
“Look through the light and travel west as the crow flies.”



Crows

Solution:

“The Scarecrow is at Grey Farms”



Where is the lair of the Bogman?

Unlock
Password: storage4571



Where is the lair of Long Claw?

Unlock

Password: taylorcavern



Where is the lair of Grimstone?

Unlock

Password: steelmill



Where is the lair of the Scarecrow?

Unlock

Password:greyfarms



Monster Game

Solution: 5551037



What have you learned about the

case so far?

Password: shmt5551037

How to Eliminate suspects

In the “Where is the lair of Bogman?” unlock, the killer mentions meeting Bradley 25

years ago. This would eliminate Kayla Sullivan as a suspect since she is younger than 25.

In the “Where is the lair of Long Claw?” unlock, the killer mentions being shorter than

the victim, who was 6’4”. This would eliminate Jonah Harper since he is 6’5”.

In the “Where is the lair of Grimstone?” unlock, the killer mentions working for

Bradley. This would eliminate Roger Moss since he is Bradley’s neighbor.

In the “Where is the lair of Scarecrow?” unlock, the killer mentions being bad at

grammar. This would eliminate Kyle Tillman as a suspect since he works as an editor.



Ripper Book Excerpt
Solution:

“Use everything at the razor's end once it is lined up.”



Sheet of Symbols / Straight Razor

Solution:

Rippers Lair 1306 box rd



Where is the Ripper Unlock?
Password: 1306boxrd



Solved all the Puzzles? Unlock

Solution:

Password: daytongoldpen


